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On Feb. 25, three human rights organizations jointly published a report titled "The More Things
Change...," charging that the Haitian government has reneged on commitments to democratic
change by failing to thwart political violence and intimidation by the army and private paramilitary
groups. The report was prepared by Americas Watch and the National Coalition for Haitian
Refugees, both based in New York, and Caribbean Rights, headquartered in Barbados. Selected
highlights of the report follow: * Since Gen. Prosper Avril assumed power in September 1988, Haiti
is "no closer to an elected, lawful government" than it was after the overthrow of the Duvalier
family dictatorship in February 1986. In the interim, Haiti has been ruled by a succession of militarydominated governments that have pledged "to usher in democracy and respect for human rights,"
but have instead "mocked these vows with their actions." * "Behind the rotating governments, the
changing facades and the competing military factions," in post-Duvalier Haiti, "lies an unwavering
refusal by the army to relinquish its grip on power, together with the opportunities for corruption
which that has implied." * Although Avril had distinguished himself from his predecessors by
pursuing dialogue with opposition groups, his government had nonetheless "countenanced
violence against critics." The president has "halted significant efforts to disband the paramilitary
forces," known as the Tonton Macoute. * "Neither the Avril government nor its predecessors have
made any headway in bringing to justice the perpetrators of the many political killings and other
abuses that have continued to plague Haiti since the fall of Duvalier...To the contrary, at the end of
December 1988, the Avril government issued as safe conduct out of the country to former Col. Frank
Romain." Romain was a close associate of ousted President Lt.Gen. Henri Namphy. Romain, who
was elected mayor of Port-au-Prince, in the discredited elections of Jan. 17, 1988, was reported to
have engineered the Sept. 11 massacre of 53 civilians by armed thugs at the St. Jean Bosco Church,
where Fr. Jean-Bertrand Aristside was saying Mass. The massacre was repeatedly cited by the young
officers who overthrew the Namphy regime days later as the event that triggered the rebellion.
* A month after coming to power, 15 participants in the September coup, junior officers in the
Presidential Guard, were arrested and held for over two months without trial "on unsubstantiated
allegations of plotting a coup." (Basic data from New York Times, 02/26/89)
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